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HH the Amir also held talks with Iraqi Prime
Minister Adel Abdel Mahdi at the Government Palace.
The Amir headed the delegation of participating
Kuwaiti officials and the Iraqi premier led the Iraqi
side, holding cordial official discussions on means of
boosting bilateral ties and expanding cooperation at
various levels. The Kuwaiti side, during the session,
expressed support for Iraq’s efforts to strengthen the
country’s security and stability in the face of terrorist
organizations and its diligent efforts to maintain Iraq’s
territorial sanctity as well as rebuilding the country.
The discussions also dealt with other issues of com-
mon concern and regional developments. 

Kuwait’s Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khalid Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah said the visit of HH the Amir was successful
and came at a very important time. During the visit,
several bilateral issues were discussed including
cooperation in all fields, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khalid
told KUNA in a statement. He stressed on the
importance of following up with what was agreed on
at  the meet ing of  the Kuwait-Iraq High Joint
Committee in its seventh session in Kuwait last
month, and assessing what has been implemented,
adding that common issues between the two sides
are on track.

He pointed to the exchange of views on regional
and international issues related to the security and
stability of the region, and stressed the importance
of HH the Amir’s visit to the brotherly country at
such an important time. The visit of HH the Amir
comes just a month after Abdel Mahdi’s first visit to
Kuwait.  — Agencies  
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Striking a dark note, Trump repeatedly encouraged
the crowd to boo journalists covering the event, calling
them “fake news”. Then Trump turned on the
Democrats, whom he said have “become more radical,
more dangerous, and more unhinged than at any point
in the modern history of our country”. “They want to
destroy you and they want to destroy our country as
we know it,” he said to roars of boos. “Not acceptable.
It’s not going to happen.”

Even if dismal early poll numbers show he faces a
difficult race, Trump goes into his fight buoyed by this
fiercely loyal rightwing base. Trump - himself accused
by opponents of a slew of serious crimes - told the
crowd that together they had formed “a great political
movement” that had “stared down a broken and cor-
rupt political establishment”. “We are going to keep
America great again,” Trump told the packed arena in
Orlando, Florida. “Oh, we will keep it so great.”

Supporters lined Orlando’s downtown sidewalks all
day, waiting in tents and chairs overnight to be the first
in the door. “This is a historic event, we would not miss
this for anything,” one fan, David Meloney, told AFP.
Florida will be one of the key swing states in 2020 if
Trump is to defeat the nominee chosen from a field of
23 Democratic hopefuls. Trump’s strongest card is the
current health of the US economy, which he described
as “the envy of the world.”

But Trump said that the “American dream” itself is in
peril from illegal immigrants, insisting that his stutter-
ing Mexico wall project would still go ahead. “Illegal
mass migration brings in millions of low wage workers
to compete for jobs, wages, and opportunities against
the most vulnerable Americans, cutting off their path to
the American dream,” he said.

Oddly, he did not mention his announcement earlier
in the day that he was ordering the deportation of “mil-
lions of il legal aliens”. The startling threat was
announced in a tweet in the morning but quickly was
followed by media reports that government officials had
no idea what the president was planning. Hours before
the rally, the president had insisted that officials were in
fact on board with the project. “They’re going to start
next week,” he told journalists at the White House.

After more than two drama-filled years at the
White House, the fast-talking real estate salesman is
betting that Republicans and enough centrist blue col-
lar workers will turn out again in 2020. But there’s no
question that a lengthy probe into Trump’s murky
dealings with Russia and his divisive, bruising style
have left him wounded. A wide range of polls show
Trump lagging far behind Democratic frontrunner Joe
Biden, who is campaigning on a promise to return the
country to what he portrays as the calmer, gentler
days of Barack Obama, 

Biden zoned in on the president’s claim to have
brought an economic miracle. “Let’s be clear: President
Trump inherited a growing economy from the Obama-
Biden administration,” Biden’s campaign tweeted.
“Now, he’s in the process of squandering it.” Another
big Democratic candidate, the left-wing Senator
Bernie Sanders, scorned Trump after the Florida
speech. “Listening to Trump made me feel very much
like he is a man living in a parallel universe... and is a
man who must be defeated,” Sanders said. A
Quinnipiac University poll released Tuesday showed
Biden leading Trump 50-41 percent in Florida, while
Senator Bernie Sanders is up 48-42 percent over the
president in the state.

Polls so far in advance have limited value and in
2016 they famously failed to predict Trump’s defeat of
Democrat Hillary Clinton. If anything, the surveys
point to another bitterly fought, tight race. But in a
sign of frayed nerves, Trump has lashed out at what
he calls “fake” polling, while multiple US media
reports say that his campaign has fired several of its
own pollsters. — AFP 

Trump launches 2020
bid with vow to...
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It was the second attack in a month on ships in the
strategic shipping lane. Kido told reporters in the UAE
emirate of Fujairah that the US military had recovered
“biometric information” of the assailants on the Kokuka
Courageous including “hand and finger prints”.

This information “can be used to build a criminal case”,
Kido said as the US Navy took journalists on a tour to the
damaged ship currently docked some 14 km off Fujairah.
The explosion on the Japanese-owned tanker left a metre-
wide hole on its body. Members of the crew were on
board when journalists arrived for the tour and they waved
when they left.

Iran’s Defense Minister Brigadier-General Amir Hatami
flatly rejected allegations the Islamic republic was behind
the two tanker attacks in the Gulf of Oman. “Accusations
leveled against Iran’s armed forces and the published film
with regards to the incident (that) happened to the ves-
sels... are unsubstantiated and we categorically reject
these accusations,” the official news agency IRNA quoted
him as saying yesterday.

Washington has already placed the blamed for last
week’s attack on Tehran, releasing images and a grainy
video it says shows Iranians on a patrol boat removing an
unexploded limpet mine attached to the Kokuka
Courageous. The US commander Kido said there was an
“ongoing joint and combined investigation with our
regional partners into the attacks” on the two tankers.
Based on NAVCENT assessment, Kido said, the Kokuka
Courageous was damaged by a limpet mine that had been
attached to the hull of the vessel. “The limpet mine was
placed above the water, and it does not appear that the
intention was to sink the vessel,” he said.

Evidence collected from Kokuka Courageous and
showed to reporters included a black magnet that was
allegedly left by members of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps who removed the unexploded limpet mine.
The US navy also showed small fragments and composite
material they recovered during the probe. Kido reiterated
US claims a Revolutionary Guard patrol vessel had
approached the Japanese ship and removed an unexplod-
ed limpet mine from the hull. The two vessels have already
been towed safely to the UAE coast. 

Iran’s Hatami said forces from his country were among
the first to approach the tankers “for relief operations and
they rescued 23 people in the first tanker”. He did not
explicitly specify which of the two ships he was referring
to, but Iran’s English-language Press TV at the time
broadcast footage of 23 sailors rescued from the Front
Altair. Hatami said the Iranian forces then headed to the
second tanker, but the crew said another vessel had
already rescued them.

“This means Americans had arrived sooner to the scene
where they claim the video was recorded,” Hatami said,
with apparent reference to the Kokuka Courageous. Kido
said a US military team quickly arrived on the Japanese
ship on June 13 and was able to examine the site where the
limpet mine was attached to the ship as well as the site
where the damage occurred. “The damage at the blast hull
is consistent with a limpet mine. It is not consistent with an

external flying object striking the ship,” Kido said. In addi-
tion, the team was able to recover fragmentation caused
by the detonation of the limpet mine, which was composed
of aluminium as well as composite material.

Meanwhile, US assets in Iraq have been hit by shelling
six times in as many days, officials said yesterday, amid a
tense standoff between Baghdad’s key allies, Washington
and Tehran. Baghdad fears a proxy conflict between the
bitter enemies could play out in Iraq, where political and
armed groups routinely accuse each other of being agents
for foreign states.

Late Tuesday night, three rockets landed in the
Rumailah oil field in Iraq’s Basra, an industry source there
said. The rockets hit near a camp used by Baker Hughes, a
company of US industrial conglomerate General Electric
working in gas fields in Iraq, but did not cause any injuries,
the source added. It did however prompt US companies to
issue emergency procedures to immediately evacuate sen-
ior-level foreign workers on the first flights out of Basra,
the source said.

“There’s a red alert issued by the American companies.
The senior expat management are leaving today and
tomorrow,” the source told AFP, saying it was the same
level of alert issued in May. ExxonMobil withdrew its 83
expatriate workers from a nearby oil field in mid-May, but
they returned after “guarantees” from the government.
“Since May, it had been about a year since anything simi-
lar had happened. It’s not frequent,” the source added.

A second industry source confirmed to AFP that
“explosions” had been heard on Tuesday night near the
Baker Hughes operation. The associate head of the South
Oil Company told local media rockets landed near a camp
used by services company Oil Serv. That camp also lies
near the one used by Baker Hughes. Hours later, around
dawn yesterday, “a Katyusha rocket fell on an Iraqi drilling
company in the Burjesiya area near Basra, wounding three
people according to an initial assessment,” Iraqi military
command said in a statement.

Oil ministry spokesman Assem Jihad told AFP the
wounded were all Iraqis and that the incident had “no
impact on production”. Burjesiya is a complex near south-
ern Iraq’s main city, in a key oil-producing region hosting
various Iraqi and foreign companies including US major
ExxonMobil.

The oil-related incidents are only the latest in a string
of rocket and mortar attacks on US interests. On Friday
evening, “three mortar rounds hit the Balad airbase (north
of Baghdad), starting a fire,” said the Iraqi military. Then,
on Sunday, rocket fire targeted the Baghdad military air-
port, a government source told AFP. On Monday, three
Katyusha rockets hit the Taji army base, which hosts both
Iraqi and foreign troops, including Americans.

And on Tuesday, before the oil-related incidents, the
Iraqi military announced an improvised rocket had hit a
regional command base in the northern city of Mosul,
where American troops are reportedly deployed. No
group has claimed the attacks, but experts say they
appear to have been fired from Shiite-majority areas north
of Baghdad. That would appear to implicate pro-Iranian
Shiite armed groups, as opposed to Sunni jihadists who
continue to carry out hit-and-run attacks despite the elim-
ination of the Islamic State group’s “caliphate”.

Prime Minister Adel Abdel Mahdi on Tuesday “ordered
all forces to take all necessary measures” to prevent fur-
ther rocket attacks. “These actions disrupt the political sit-
uation and give a distorted picture of the security situa-
tion,” he said.  — AFP

US alleges tanker 
hit by Iran mine...

People ride in a loaded truck yesterday by a police checkpoint where two policemen were killed and four injured by armed men during an overnight attack at a police station at the northern entrance to Niamey. — AFP 

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia has rendered toothless the once-
feared religious police amid a liberalization drive, but a
planned “public decency” law is stoking controversy with
some fearing a revival of morality policing. Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman has sought to shake off his coun-
try’s ultraconservative image with the reopening of cine-
mas, mixed-gender concerts and party-fuelled sporting
extravaganzas, while vowing to take the kingdom towards
moderate Islam.

The relaxed social norms in a kingdom seldom asso-
ciated with fun in the past have been welcomed by
many Saudis, two-thirds of whom are under 30, in the
midst of painful economic reforms geared towards a

post-oil future. But Saudi Arabia now aims to police its
citizens’ behavior with a new public decency law
approved by cabinet in April, though it remains unclear
when it will be enforced.

The law seeks to uphold Saudi “values and principles”,
banning in public clothing deemed to “offend public
tastes” - including men’s shorts - and graffiti that could
be interpreted as “harmful”, according to local media.
Violators reportedly risk facing a fine of up to 5,000
riyals ($1,333). “The haia (religious police) is back with-
out the beards,” academic Sultan Al-Amer said on
Twitter. The bearded enforcers of the religious police
were long notorious for patrolling streets and malls to

chastise women wearing bright nail polish and for rigidly
imposing sex segregation, but their powers have been
clipped in recent years.

The law, widely perceived to be vague, has sparked
public concern that it would be open to interpretation,
leading to arbitrary penalties and, more light-heartedly,
prompted humorous banter on social media. The Arabic
hashtag “shorts don’t offend public morals” has gained
traction alongside memes of men sweating it out on
treadmills in loose-fitting traditional robes. “It’s Saudi
Arabia meets Singapore,” Kristin Diwan, of the Arab Gulf
States Institute in Washington, told AFP. “The Saudi lead-
ership wants to undermine the Islamist basis of social

power while still maintaining absolute political control
and public order.”

Pro-government Saudi media reported the law was
meant to be implemented from May 25, with the interior
ministry and tourism authority enforcing the rules. But on
May 27, state media said the law was yet to be enforced. It
did not specify a new date. “This (law) is an effort to bal-
ance the pressure from conservative elements of society
that accuse the (government) of allowing things to go ‘out
of control’,” said Ali Shihabi, founder of the pro-Saudi
think-tank Arabia Foundation. “Effecting social change is
an art form - you want to push as fast as possible without
provoking a counter reaction. Not easy!” —AFP

Saudi defangs religious police 
but plans to enforce ‘decency’


